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April and May in Darts Hill Garden Park were fabulous! The garden looked absolutely lovely.

Visitor numbers were up, garden tours numbers were up and plant sales at the Darts Nursery

increased. All a direct result of the increased open days.

In April and May, Darts Hill Garden Park was, (and will be) open every Friday, Saturday and

Sunday. Darts Hill Garden Park will also be open expanded times in June, July and September

but, as usual, will be closed in August. Please visit the calendar of events for the most up to

date scheduling.

A number of successful events, such as the Society’s AGM and

Guide Training Sessions have taken place this spring at Darts Hill

Garden Park and are reported on in this newsletter. The spring

“Get Growing“ Open House event with a plant sale was busy but

a very wet day in the garden. Visitors also enjoyed the whimsical

temporary art installations in the garden courtesy of the Z.Inc

Artists Collective.

DHGCTS, along with our community partners, Friends of Semiahmoo

Bay Society (FOSBS), hosted several successful cleanups of our Native

Demonstration Garden and Native Loop on April 7, and again on May

5 in anticipation of the Coastal Native Plant tour on May 13. A third

cleanup is planned for June 2.

A second Spring Open House with the Surrey Environmental Extravaganza will take place in

the garden May 26.

One of my favorite events, Sounds of Summer, is scheduled twice this year, Friday July 13 from

1 pm- 2:30 pm and the evening of Wednesday July 25 6:30pm – 8 pm. Come and join us for

these special days to listen to the sound of music in the garden. Bring your friends and family.

Check our website for more information, www.dartshill.ca.

The Crook of a Tree –
Willa Downing

Photo:  W. Downing

https://dartshill.ca/
https://dartshill.ca/events/2018-06/
http://www.dartshill.ca/


Plants on the move!

On a very rainy Thursday April 4, Ken Warren,

with his City work crew, plus a private tree

moving company transplanted the 4 meter

Dogwood growing on the southern edge of

Bed 43, a Magnolia, a very large

Rhododendron and several smaller ones from

the upper orchard that were randomly placed

among the fruit trees. These plants have found

more suitable homes elsewhere in the garden.

It was very wet day to move such heavy and

awkward trees and shrubs. The turf around

Bed 43 was saturated with water, so plywood

sheets were carefully placed to support the

weight of the moving equipment and

surprisingly little damage occurred to the turf.

The Dogwood and Magnolia were dug with a

tree spade producing a cone shaped root ball

while the Rhododendrons were laboriously

hand dug. The shallow fibrous root system of

the Rhodos tightly filled the burlap covered

and rope strapped pancake shaped root pans.

The excavated holes clearly showed the deep

compacted clay soils that underlies the garden

in this area.

The removal of the Dogwood from Bed 43

completes the renovation work begun on this

bed in 2016 when the diseased filberts were

removed, the azaleas repositioned and the

sitting area with benches was installed in 2017.

I am sure when you next visit the garden, little

or no evidence of the move will be visible as all

the large holes will be well filled in and seeded

with grass, just awaiting new plants in the fall.

Continued…..

COLLECTIONS COMMITTEE April 2018 update 
submitted by Susan Murray complete with photos



Crabapples to come this fall!

Some of planting spots vacated by the Rhodos in the

upper orchard will be replanted with fruit bearing

crabapples selected by the Collections Committee (CC)

for their disease resistance, bloom color, usefulness as

pollinators and fruit qualities. A local apple grower,

Derry Walsh, hosted two members of the CC last

September at her Langley nursery. Derry Walsh has been

growing and propagating apples for over 25 years. Ms.

Walsh recommended that young crabapple trees be

grafted onto MM 111 (a ¾ standard) root stocks. If

grafted onto a M-9 (dwarf) rootstock the trees would

likely need staking in the garden. Trees grown on a MM

111 will eventually reach 5-6 meters in height if left

unpruned. The crabapple trees in the Walsh orchard

were at their peak, full of ripe colorful apples.

Crabapples were eaten on the spot by the Committee

members to verify sweetness, flesh color and size. A

selection of eight crabapples was made from the

cultivars viewed at Ms. Walsh’s nursery plus a fastigiate

cultivar recommended to the Committee.

The eight are: Malus 'Chestnut' ( good tasting), Malus

'Everest' ( big fruit, birds don’t like it, very clean foliage

and good even in the shade), Malus 'Hansen's Red Flesh'

( red flesh , good tasting), Malus 'John Downey' (good for

juice and jelly), Malus 'Kerr'(cider apple, good tasting) ,

Malus 'Red Jewel' ( bright red flowers early, A Great

Plant Pick), Malus 'Snowdrift' (masses of white blooms,

peach colored small fruit, the birds like them, a great

midseason pollinator, Derry’s favorite), Malus 'Wickson'

( for cider which has a bit of a kick, good tasting), plus a

ninth, Malus 'Purple Spire' (pale pink flowers, purple

fruit, columnar).

These nine crabapples were reviewed and received 8’s using the Collections Criteria for Additions and as

a result, these plants were recommended to the director to be added to the collection at Darts Hill Garden

Park in 2018. Ms. Walsh ordered the rootstock for our trees last fall and grafted whips onto them this

spring. They will be small (about 60-90 cm tall and in # 2 pots) when they arrive but should be large

enough for planting out this fall. They will need to be pruned in the first few years and the trunks

wrapped to minimize vole and mice damage as these animals love the sweet taste of apple tissue. (thanks

to Sharon Lawson for providing the research and comments on the crabapple cultivars for this article).

Malus ‘Hansen’s 
Red Flesh’

Malus ‘Kerr’

Malus ‘Chestnut’

Sharon Lawson



MEMBERSHIP CORNER

SPRING OPEN HOUSE & 
PLANT SALE

SATURDAY MAY 26
11-3 PM

MEMBERS’ DAY
SUNDAY, JUNE 17

11- 3 PM

SOUNDS OF SUMMER
FRIDAY, JULY 13

1:00 – 2:30 PM

MEMBERS’ DAY
SUNDAY JULY 15

11- 3 PM

SOUNDS OF SUMMER
WEDNESDAY JULY 25

6:30 – 8:00 PM

WEEKEND STROLLS
EVERY FRIDAY, SATURDAY & 
SUNDAY IN APRIL, MAY, JUNE

JULY AND SEPTEMBER - 11-3 PM

UPCOMING SCHEDULE

- Jane Robinson, Hospitality

Photo by K. Piccott

Trillium grandiflorum ‘Flore Pleno’ – Photo by S. Murray

It was wonderful to see so many members attend the AGM

in March. We recorded 67 attendees who renewed their

memberships or became new members which was an

increase over last year. Thank you everyone for coming

out and I hope you will keep it on your calendar for

upcoming years.

Saxifraga ‘Tycho Brahe’
Courtesy of S. Murray

The Members’ Day on

Sunday, April 15th was a

great success! I was

unfortunately unable to be

there but several

volunteers banded

together to give the 187

visitors a warm welcome

as they entered the

Garden. They also

processed several new

memberships.

I would also like to acknowledge the great work done by

the many member volunteers who were responsible for the

planning and operations before, during and after the event.

They ensured that everything ran smoothly so the guests

could enjoy themselves.



MEMBERSHIP CORNER, c o n t i n u e d … . .

Primula veris ‘Sunset Shades’

Above photos by S. Murray

The first Plant Sale of the year was also held and,

together with donations at the gate, over $2,000 was

raised for the DHGCT Society. Also, that is the fourth

Members’ Day in a row (AGM included) that we have

had dry weather. I think that must be a record.

Although Darts Hill Garden’s access to the public is

limited compared to most Surrey parks, openings have

been increased this year. Every Friday, Saturday and

Sunday in May, June and July the gates will be open,

11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m., except for Friday-Sunday on the

Canada Day long weekend. In the afternoon on Friday,

July 13th, you can enjoy a Sounds of Summer event, 1:00-

2:30 p.m. There will also be a Sounds of Summer

evening event on Wednesday, July 25th, 5:00-8:00 p.m.

Also, not to be missed are the Plants Sales on May 20th,

May 26th and June 17th. There are many interesting

plants and trees, mostly propagated from Darts Hill

Garden, which could become a unique addition to your

cherished plot.

Please remember the Garden will 
be closed all of August.

Anemone pulsatilla

Arisema

In closing……Darts Hill Garden is a very unique and special place created by a unique and

special person, Francisca Darts, with the help of her husband, Edwin, and her long-time

gardener, Graham. Francisca’s passion was to find rare and unusual plants from around the

world and fill her large garden with them.

DO take a nice, leisurely stroll and listen for the many birds that love to visit the Garden as

well. DO look up and DO look closely at all the amazing varieties of buds, blossoms, and seed

pods. If you make several visits a year you will see so many beautiful circles of growth and

colour and probably understand the reason why Francisca choose those particular items.

Enjoy your visit to this wonderful place and leave it as you found.



The most beautiful redbud in existence , is how many 

references refer to this remarkable 15-30'

FROM THE ARCHIVES: HAND-WRITTEN NOTES FROM THE JOURNALS OF ED AND FRANCISCA

- As found, transcribed and provided by Nancy Armstrong

FRANCISCA’S METHODS OF RECORD KEEPING OF HER LIBRARY AND THE

GARDEN PLANTS

Those of you who have been reading this column since we first began will surely recall my commenting

more than once my disappointment, that while both Francisca and Ed wrote interesting and self revealing

diary or journal entries, they were so infrequent they left all of us wanting more. Apparently they were

too busy living and doing important stuff that there was little time for or importance placed on writing

about what they had already done. Clearly, for Francisca record keeping was part of the important stuff

that needed to be done regularly.

The record of her very large book collection is the easiest to describe and

illustrate. A yellow Exercise Book “Shelf Books” has at the top of each page an

identification of the bookcase and the shelf in that bookcase followed by the title

and author of the books on that shelf. I like the fact that a record of the books was

kept, but as a retired libarian and professor of librarianship I am puzzled how

Francisca was able to find the books easily with this method, as a browse

through the titles on this one shelf are so diverse.

The Society is the beneficiary of the collection that was left in Francisca’s will to her close friend Margaret

Charlton. Before the collection was passed on to the Society to be shelved in the house, the books were

taken to UBC and catalogued with the Library of Congress Classification System. Not shelved as they

were, very easy now using the Author, Title or Subject to find any book in Francisca’s amazing collection.

From looking at the gardening tools and equipment on display in the Shack and the items in the museum

bedroom, the furniture throughout and the contents of the kitchen cupboards and counters in the house a

reluctance to discard things appears to be another Darts’ trait. Oddly enough this proves true with

Francisca’s record keeping. This works well for the historian, as we are able to see how Francisca kept

changing her methods of cataloguing the plant collection as the size of the inventory kept increasing.

It seemed to be more or less guess work trying to figure out

which methods were used in which years. Only as I have

been writing this and looking at the details of the few photos

I took did I realize that by a careful study of the Bed

numbers used in the total content of the Exercise Books, the

Bed numbers in every card in the several card file sets and

the Bed numbers in every entry in the black repurposed

multi-ring binder that it likely would be possible. It is

probably more specificity than is of interest to most readers

so I will leave that to another day and simply share some

details of the information she carefully documented.



The most beautiful redbud in existence , is how many 

references refer to this remarkable 15-30'

There is a stack of Exercise Books with Bed Numbers

and one sample page which illustrates attempts to

update, such as changing to another bed or no longer in

the bed as it has died. I do believe that after using

Exercise Books with no possibility of interfiling or

keeping much details that ultimately she realized that

Card Files provided the best way for good record

keeping.

Sample cards from two of the Card File collections …

three cards from the one A-Z file and two cards from

the double box set typically include: Latin names and

families, descriptions of the colors, blooming dates, how

and when acquired, price paid if purchased, where

planted and if the plant is no longer in the garden when

it died.

I believe the black repurposed binder preceded the

Card Files and is the one that surprised and then

amused me the most of all. I have looked at this record

time and again over the years and only discovered its

SECOND use when I decided to write this article.

No idea what the original purpose was as the header line (Date,

Steamer, Quantity, Commodity, Freight, Loaded, Destination) is

removed from most of the card size sheets. If any reader can tell us. I

would be interested to know! Whatever that was, it served well for

plants and did allow for some interfiling at least by the initial letter

but unlike Card Files would have required lots of shifting to keep in

true alphabetical order. The back of each sheet was used mostly for

further records about the plant.

I say mostly and that is where the amusement arises. There are

RECIPES on the back of many of the sheets. At first I puzzled as

to how Francisca could locate them and the photo with the

ABC, DEF, etc. upside down answers that … the recipes for

Pastry and Savory Potato Soup are on the backs of plants listed

in the OPQ section! Note that Potato is the file word not Savory

and when it comes to Mrs. Anderson’s pie recipe it is filed in

the MMCN section, apparently Mrs. is the file word. Delicious!

Again “waste not want not”. Why purchase a recipe file when you already have this perfectly satisfactory

alphabetical file system?

And isn’t it lucky for us that both Francisca and Ed kept so many things and were so frugal?



GUIDES UPDATE– by Pam Yokome

PLANT ID STUDY GROUP, provided by Jim Cadwaladr 

Sharon Williams 
providing 

information on 
Berberis gracilipes, 
a rare evergreen 

Berberis in
Bed 9

Photo:  K. Piccott

Group Photo:  
Willa Downing

The Plant Identification Study Group was formed early this spring. The purpose of the group

is to gain a greater understanding of the plant collection, the story of how a plant came to be in

the garden and, in many cases, how it was propagated.

Members of the group benefit by sharing personal knowledge of a plant and share the results

of their research. This information is then presented in the garden at the location of the plant

being discussed. Each member presents 2 plants to the group. This is a good practice if one is

interested in becoming a Tour Guide.

The goal is that, over time, participants will benefit from the accumulated plant information

and gain a better understanding of how the Darts approached the development of the garden.

The group meets every second Tuesday evening, that is, two or three evenings per month. The

sessions run until the end of July then pick up again in September until the evening light fades.

2018 has seen a very good response to this invitation sent to Garden Clubs registered with the

BC Council of Garden Clubs.

Garden Clubs booked to date include:

West Van Seniors Garden Club, Dunbar Garden Club, Upper Lonsdale Garden Club, Victoria 

Garden Club, New West Horticulture Society, Mount Arrowsmith Rhododendron Society and 

the White Rock & District Garden Club. 

The numbers of participants on these tours range from 20 to 50! Many thanks to Rosina Cuk for

her outreach initiative and her beautiful graphics. And to our Guides who have led or are

scheduled to lead these tours as well as other leisure and seniors tours and tours offered on

Members’ Days and Open House Days. Tours are a wonderful way to showcase the history and

beauty of the garden.



THE DARTS HILL GARDEN CONSERVANCY TRUST SOCIETY

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING REPORT

Provided by Susan Murray

The Darts Hill Garden Conservancy Trust Society’s 2018 AGM was held on Saturday March 3,

2018. Treasurer Ron Fawcett presented the budget for 2018 which was approved by the

membership. Thanks Ron, the Society financial statements were very clear and easy to read. Best of

all was our Treasurer’s report that financial affairs of the Society are in great shape with revenues

significantly exceeding expenses. Elections were held and Society member Susan Lazar was elected

by acclamation to a 3 year position on the Society’s Board as a Director.

Ken Warren, acting Garden Coordinator, updated the Society’s membership with an illustrated

presentation documenting changes and improvements to the garden in 2017 and plans for 2018.

Douglas Justice introduced a selection of special winter flowering plants cut from the garden that

morning. Many were deliciously fragrant!

Long time and retiring volunteer Mary Dunn was recognized for her diligent volunteer service to

the garden. Darts Hill Guide Liaison Pam Yokome introduced Mary with this tribute:

“The Darts Hill Guides officially came into being around. Previous to that there was an

unofficial group of Mrs. Darts’s personal friends who helped to lead interested groups around

the garden. One person who has been closely involved with both these groups is Mary Dunn.

Mary, until very recently, lived just up and over the hill off 168 and first met Ed and Francisca

Darts when she pulled into the driveway to buy fruit from their orchard. That was the

beginning of a decade’s long friendship between Mary and Francisca. That friendship was

grounded in their mutual love and knowledge of plants and gardening. It also, we just

recently heard, involved a little Kelowna red wine and a little dancing to big band music on

New Year’s after Ed passed away.

Mary has been the Guide Coordinator for our group, the liaison between the City Call Centre

and the Guides and the coordinator of Guided tours on the Gardens Open Days. I don’t think

in all her years doing that job that we ever couldn’t provide Guides when called upon and we

always had pretty darn accurate numbers of tours and attendees for our records. She also led

tours, especially Horticulture Groups, the groups that were going to ask the tough questions

expecting us to be experts. She, along with a few other experts, allowed the rest of us Guides

to keep busy leading the Leisure tours, the no tough questions tours. Mary also conducts

pruning classes in the Garden, both the how’s and how not to’s.

Unfortunately for us Mary has sold her property and relocated to Mission. Just a little too far

to keep up her volunteer work here in the Garden. We are really going to miss her steady

hand as the Guide coordinator and as a Guide as well as hearing the little bits of Garden

History she knows so well.



As a thank you we are pleased to present Mary with this lovely bowl, turned from the

Portuguese laurel taken out of Bed 9 a few years ago. And an offer of her pick of any of the

trees we have grown from the garden as she establishes a new garden. We deliver.

So thank you Mary, for your years of volunteering as a Darts Hill Guide “.

Yes, thank you, Mary from everyone for all your hard work on behalf of the Darts Hill Garden

Conservancy Trust Society, it is greatly appreciated!

Everyone appeared to enjoy the presentation of “Fabulous Gardens and Unusual Plants of Southern

Africa” by yours truly.

Thanks again to the door prize collection group, in

particular Willa Downing and her crew of helpers, Sanne,

Pam, Anne and Kathy who completed the task of rounding

up the stellar selection of garden appropriate gifts,

providing cards to identifying donors and later, sending

out thank you notes.

Thanks also to the youth group and in particular, Allison

Moorcroft and her enthusiastic helpers at the Emmanuel

Evangelical Covenant Church for event logistics such as

the AV and table set up and the provision of the tasty light

lunch.

Douglas Justice toured the DHGCTS members through the

garden after the meeting in the wan but warm winter

sunshine. Thank you, Douglas!
Douglas providing some interesting facts 

about this Lonicera maackii f. podocarpa in 

Bed C5.

Embothrium coccineum, commonly known
as the Chilean firetree, Chilean firebush, is a
small evergreen tree in the flowering
plant family Proteaceae.

Grevillea victoriae, also known as royal
grevillea or mountain grevillea, is
a shrub which is endemic to south-eastern New
South Wales and mountainous parts
of Victoria in Australia.

Did you know?

It grows in the
temperate forests of
Chile and Argentina.
Find Embothrium
coccineum in Bed 26
along the driveway.

Also in the Proteaceae
family, this plant
produces clusters of
red or orange flowers
but grows much
smaller than its
‘cousin’.Photo:  S. Murray



PROPAGATION UPDATE – By Pam Yokome

Nancy Armstrong shovelling earth being 
used as we divide and repot up plants.

Work, work, work = plants, plants, plants. And our wonderful

enthusiastic Propagation Group has done a lot of the former to

stock our prop frames with a LOT of the latter! We have had a

very good year (in spite of the rain dampening the numbers

for our April Open House) with sales to date of almost $2400.

And with 3 more plant sales before our summer siesta who

knows.

Just look at a few of the delicious new plants we have added.

Primula japonica ‘Miller’s Crimson”, Trillium ovatum (the

Pacific Trillium), Aesculus parvifolia (the Bottlebrush

buckeye), Epimedium pinnatum subsp. colchicum and

Arisaema ringens (the Cobra lily).

So come shopping, we would love to see you!

THANK YOU SUE KLAPWIJK

Darts Hill Society would like to wish Sue Klapwijk a fond

farewell as she leaves Surrey for Vancouver Island.

Sue was a Board Member, organized an Arts at Darts, sourced,

designed and planted our Satsuki Azalea Bed, donated many

plants from her gorgeous huge garden to our plant sales, sold

our plants for us at the Alpine Garden Club Spring Sales and

worked with the Labelling group identifying rhododendrons.

We will miss her.



PLANT OF THE SEASON, provided by Jacqueline Hohmann

CERCIS RACEMOSA – Bed C2, along the tractor road

I recently visited the garden last Sunday on the May long weekend and was

advised I should trek down the tractor road to view the lovely Cercis racemosa in

full bloom. It was such a delight to take in this lovely 9 meter tree with its long

and pendulous pink flowers gracefully waving above our heads. Cercis racemosa

is an Asian native (Western China) less common than its North American cousin,

Cercis canadensis, better known as Eastern Redbud. This far east species has the

common name ‘chain flowered redbud’ referring to its pendant habit.

Now, I should mention that if you ever

Google images of plants to get a better

idea of them (of course we do!) then

Cercis is one you must look up. This

genus of plants also has the most

interesting quality of bursting forth

some of its blooms right off of its bare

wood stems. And if when you look

close up at the flowers they remind you

of your grandmother’s sweet peas, you

are correct because this plant is in the

pea family, and flowers in this family,

known as Fabaceae, produce a very

distinguishable pea flower. And yes,

they then produce their seed in a pea

pod. Butterflies, bees and birds all make

use of the nectar and seeds.

I hope you get to see it, but you will

have to hurry since it was already in full

bloom when I got there!

Jacqueline Hohmann

Darts Hill guide



ANOTHER PARTNERSHIP – VOLUNTEERS IN THE NATIVE PLANT

WORKING GROUP – provided by Nancy Oike

Several years ago, the Darts Hill Garden Park Conservancy Trust Society teamed up with the Friends of

Semiahmoo Bay Society and Little Campbell River Watershed Society to create a Native Plant

Demonstration bed at Darts Hill (Bed 7w) and to improve the Native Loop Trail, which runs behind it.

City of Surrey employees from both Darts Hill and the Urban Forestry Section of Parks provided much-

appreciated support.

Initially, the group focused on removing non-native invasives, such as Himalayan blackberries and

lamium. Then they turned to increasing the diversity of the native forest by planting a variety of Pacific

Coastal native plants. The result now is a lovely mossy pathway running through a native forest and a

garden bed which demonstrates the beauty of gardening solely with native plants.

The Native Plant Group continues its mission of maintenance, improvement, and expansion of the area

through a series of five or six 2-hour work parties throughout the year. On April 7, the work party

removed a large load of invasives and litter from the area and planted a flat of 18 bunch berries (Cornus

canadensis). On May 5, the area was weeded, a large number of non-native anemones were removed,

and a few new plants were added.

The remaining work parties for 2018 are scheduled on June 2, September 8, and October 20 from 9:15 to

11:30. Our small team of volunteers is gradually expanding, and new workers are always welcome. The

time commitment is small; the rewards are great. To join this productive group, contact

info@dartshill.ca.

With a focus on education and interpretation, the group has labeled the native plants in the area and

will soon turn its attention to creating interpretive signage.

Continued….

Photos provided 
by S. Murray



The Friends of Semiahmoo Bay Society, our lead partner, has been the catalyst for getting this project up

and running. They organize and promote a wide variety of additional environmental events, including

the following:

• May 19, 8:45 to 3:00, Shorekeepers' Training Workshop (marine surveys).

• May 20, 3:30 to 4:30, Marine Discovery Walk from Beecher Place, Crescent Beach.

• June 2, 1 to 3:30, Eelgrass and Marine Creatures presentation, Kwomais Point Park.

• June 3, 10 to 2, World Ocean Day at Blackie Spit with a variety of family activities.

• June 8, 7:00 p.m., World Nature presentation, David Bradley, "Columbia, an amazing country of

sandy beaches to the high Andes with unique valleys and wetlands”, Kwomais Point Park.

• September 16, 10 to 12, GCSC at Blackie Spit, beach cleanup.

For further information on these events or to volunteer for FOSB, please go to their website,

www.birdsonthebay.ca.

Photos provided by 
Marg Cuthbert

Darts Hill Hosts Native Plant Tour

On a gorgeous, sunny Mothers' Day,

Sunday, May 13, Darts Hill Garden was

a host of a multi-destination Native

Plant Tour, organized by Marg Cuthbert,

of the Friends of Semiahmoo Bay

Society. The tour, conducted by Bardia

Khaledi, past president of the Native

Plant Society of B.C., started at the Little

Campbell River forest trail, where the 21

participants learned about native plants,

their stories and their secrets.

The group then proceeded to the Darts

Hill Native Plant Demonstration

Garden, where Nancy Oike, the native

plants’ coordinator, greeted them and

provided a brief history of the garden.

Participants wandered the Native Loop

Trail with Bardia, enjoying the glorious

wild flower blooms of Camas, Bleeding

Hearts, Shooting Stars, Hooker's Fairy

Bells, native Honey Suckle, Trailing

Blackberries, and many others.



CITY OPERATIONS – as provided by Ken Warren

General Maintenance

We have been busy these past months with our regular spring maintenance along with plant

moves that I will mention later in this report. The blooms throughout the garden have been

spectacular this season and Spring pruning of shrubs and Rhododendrons will commence

shortly. We welcome Brenda Strobl to our Darts Hill team. Brenda worked with us last year as

our summer labourer and was instrumental in helping to renovate the stone wall by Bed 4.

Please say ‘Hi’ to our staff as you see them in the garden. They would love to meet you all.

Garden Openings and Themed Open

Houses

The ‘Get Growing’ Open House and Plant

Sale on Saturday April 28th, despite the rainy

weather, was very well received by all

participants. Park Partnership staff did a

fantastic job on the great line up of displays,

workshops and info sessions for this event.

Ikebana demonstrations, plant talks,

woodturner displays, bee/pollinator displays

and a snack truck were well attended by the

visitors. The Z.inc Art Collective displays

brought a new group of visitors to the

garden. We are very thankful to all the

members of the Z.inc Art Collective for their

unique creations throughout the garden. .

We are open to suggestions for potential themes and future partners. The Park Partnership

team already have plans underway for the ‘Get Gathering” Fall Open House scheduled for

Sept. 22, 2018.

As mentioned in our previous newsletter, we have been hosting Friday Strolls in addition to

our regular Saturday and Sunday Strolls. The additional day has already proven to welcome a

number of people, many of whom are visiting for the very first time. Friday openings have

opened the garden to a new demographic who are not able to visit on the weekends.

I strongly encourage everyone to make 2018 the year that we invite as many friends, family, co-

workers and groups as possible, to show all that Darts Hill has to offer.

Photos:  N. Armstrong

The Gift of Trees
By Deborah Putman



CITY OPERATIONS, continued…

Renovations and Plantings

The cool, spring weather has allowed us to

dig, space and relocate a number of

specimens in the garden. Projects of note

for March and April are the bed 43 and

upper orchard shrub relocations. The

upper orchard ‘non-fruit’ specimens have

for the most part been removed which will

make room for incoming Crab apples and

other fruit trees.

Moving of the Storage Area

We are continuing to set up the new works yard on the upper Yoshi property. Water, heat and

electricity have been installed to the new sea container. Painting of the interior and exterior of

the storage containers has been initiated. We hope to be able to move operations to the new

container by mid-June.

Our existing shed by the lower main entrance will be re-purposed as a storage shed for event

tents and material for the membership committee and the City’s Park Partnerships team.

Currently, these materials are stored in the washrooms and this presents logistical challenges

for weekday tours.

Park partnerships along with Society Membership volunteers will be trialling set up of the

‘Welcome Tent’ at the entrance to the lower works yard beginning in June. This will provide a

more controlled entry point for all visitors. The current set up location in front of the

washrooms has the disadvantage of visitors ‘sneaking by’ without proper garden orientation.

The new trial location will allow staff to introduce all guests to the garden and to inform them

of our programs and suggested donations. We hope to have the area ready for the changeover

in the next couple of weeks.

Informative signs and banners will lead visitors in from the parking area, past the washrooms

to the welcome tent area.

Parking Lot and Entrance

Shrubs that were cut back hard have responded very well and we will continue to do

restorative pruning and selective removals where needed. A selection of the ‘unidentified'

magnolias from the garden will be planted in this area.

Photo:  S. Murray
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Contact:  info@dartshill.ca

Facebook: facebook.com/dartshillgarden

Photoblog: dartshillgarden.wordpress.com

Twitter: twitter.com/dartshillgarden

BEFORE AND AFTER

Bed 32  looking WEST – September 2000

Bed 32 looking east – May 2018

April/May photos by K. Piccott

EDITOR’S NOTE

Prior to publication of all editions, James Good has been my proof reader and I have been remiss in

thanking him for this invaluable service (botanical spelling and grammar being his top priorities). Also,

as a result of finding hard copies of lost newsletters from 2003 and 2004, this is now the 63rd edition, not

the 60th. KATHY PICCOTT

Bed 32  looking east – August 2000

Bed 32 looking WEST – May, 2018

https://www.dartshill.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=darts hill garden park
https://dartshillgarden.wordpress.com/
https://twitter.com/DartsHillGarden

